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africa wikipedia Mar 31 2024
africa is the world s second largest and second most populous continent after asia at about 30 3 million
km 2 11 7 million square miles including adjacent islands it covers 20 of earth s land area and 6 of its
total surface area 7 with 1 4 billion people 1 2 as of 2021 it accounts for about 18 of the world s human
population

africa history people countries regions map facts Feb 28 2024
africa the second largest continent after asia covering about one fifth of the total land surface of earth
the continent is bounded on the west by the atlantic ocean on the north by the mediterranean sea on the
east by the red sea and the indian ocean and on the south by the mingling waters of the atlantic and
indian oceans

africa map map of africa worldatlas com Jan 29 2024
learn about the geography history culture and economy of africa the birthplace of mankind and the origin
of modern humans explore the continent s maps symbols facts and statistics with worldatlas com

africa physical geography national geographic society Dec 28 2023
learn about the eight major physical regions of africa from the sahara to the great lakes and their unique
ecosystems resources and human geography explore the diverse features animals and plants of each region
such as the sahara s ergs regs hamadas and oases the sahel s delta of the niger the ethiopian highlands
mountains and wildlife and the savanna s grasslands and wildlife

geography of africa wikipedia Nov 26 2023
africa is a continent comprising 63 political territories representing the largest of the great southward
projections from the main mass of earth s surface within its regular outline it comprises an area of 30
368 609 km 2 11 725 385 sq mi excluding adjacent islands
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africa continent the 7 continents of the world Oct 26 2023
learn about the second largest continent in the world with 55 countries and diverse climates animals and
cultures find out about the history challenges and attractions of africa

peoples geography and history of africa britannica Sep 24 2023
africa second largest continent on earth it is bounded by the mediterranean sea the atlantic ocean the red
sea and the indian ocean and is divided almost equally by the equator area 11 642 094 sq mi 30 152 882 sq
km africa is composed largely of a rigid platform of ancient rocks that underlies vast plateau regions in
the interior

africa human geography national geographic society Aug 24 2023
learn about the physical and cultural geography of africa the oldest inhabited continent on earth explore
its history climate resources and human migration patterns discover the origin of the name africa and its
meaning and the bantu migration and the african slave trade

the geography of africa bbc bitesize Jul 23 2023
learn about the location climate biomes landmarks and cities of africa the world s second largest
continent explore the physical and human features of africa with maps videos and activities

africa wikiwand Jun 21 2023
it is the only continent to stretch from the northern temperate to the southern temperate zones the
majority of the continent and its countries are in the northern hemisphere with a substantial portion and
a number of countries in the southern hemisphere

countries by continent african countries nations online May 21 2023
learn about the five main geographical regions 54 sovereign countries and two disputed areas of africa and
its population area and capital maps find facts and images of each country s location history culture and
economy
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history of africa wikipedia Apr 19 2023
the history of africa begins with the emergence of hominids archaic humans and around 300 000 250 000
years ago anatomically modern humans homo sapiens in east africa and continues unbroken into the present
as a patchwork of diverse and politically developing nation states 1

7 continents africa worldometer Mar 19 2023
country population 2023 land area km² density p km² 1 nigeria 223 804 632 910 770 229 2 ethiopia 126 527
060 1 000 000 117 3 egypt 112 716 598

africa map discover africa with detailed maps world maps Feb 15 2023
population and area detailed maps of africa map of africa with countries and capitals 2500x2282px 899 kb
physical map of africa 3297x3118px 3 8 mb africa time zone map 1168x1261px 561 kb africa political map
2500x2282px 821 kb blank map of africa 2500x2282px 655 kb africa location map 2500x1254px 605 kb regions
of africa

continents of the world worldatlas Jan 17 2023
learn about the seven continents of the world including africa the second largest by land area and
population find out their sovereign countries area population density gdp and more compare africa with
other continents and see maps and facts

africa geology plate tectonics history britannica Dec 16 2022
the african continent essentially consists of five ancient precambrian cratons kaapvaal zimbabwe tanzania
congo and west african that were formed between about 3 6 and 2 billion years ago and that basically have
been tectonically stable since that time those cratons are bounded by younger fold belts formed between 2
billion and 300 million
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how many countries are there in africa worldatlas Nov 14 2022
map of africa showing the continent s 54 countries africa contains 54 countries 3 dependencies and one
disputed territory nigeria is africa s most populous country with a population of over 206 million st
helena a british dependency is the least populated territory in africa

continent national geographic society Oct 14 2022
maps national geographic mapmaker continents a continent is one of earth s seven main divisions of land
the continents are from largest to smallest asia africa north america south america antarctica europe and
australia when geographers identify a continent they usually include all the islands associated with it

geography for kids african countries and the continent of africa Sep 12
2022
the continent of africa borders the southern half of the mediterranean sea the atlantic ocean is to the
west and the indian ocean is to the southeast africa stretches well south of the equator to cover more
than 12 million square miles making africa the world s second largest continent africa is also the world s
second most populous continent

list of countries in africa in alphabetical order Aug 12 2022
list of countries in africa in alphabetical order surrounded by water from all directions africa is a
continent with clearly defined borders in the north it is separated from europe by the mediterranean sea
in the northeast is separated from asia by the suez canal and farther by the red sea
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